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Candidate Confidentiality Agreement 
 
 

Part 1, Confidentiality: 
 

This Confidentiality Agreement confirms the mutual understanding and Agreement between 
______________________________________________ (referred to here as "you") and Great Harvest 
Franchising, Inc. (referred to here as "we," "us," and "our.") Both parties agree that: 
 
1. The Great Harvest System (also referred to as “System”) is an innovation, which is the result of years of 

constant improvement and development.  Unlicensed use of the System or any of its parts by any other 
persons or firms would give them a substantial competitive advantage now enjoyed by Great Harvest bread 
company owners.  Unlicensed use of the confidential information and trade secrets will irreparably harm 
Great Harvest Franchising, Inc., other Great Harvest bread company owners, and us.  

 
2. Confidential information is all information identified by Great Harvest as confidential or proprietary, 

including information not generally known outside Great Harvest, whether prepared or developed by or for 
Great Harvest, or received by Great Harvest from an outside source.   Without limiting the scope of what 
constitutes confidential information, Great Harvest confidential information includes the following: any 
proprietary aspect of the operation of a Great Harvest bread company, including all recipes and their related 
measurements, all bread making processes, techniques, skills, temperatures, timing, all baking forms and 
systems, all details of Great Harvest bread making theory or practice, oven systems, ingredient standards, 
ingredient supplier lists, wheat standards, wheat suppliers, equipment standards, special uses of equipment 
not commonly known outside Great Harvest, equipment supplier lists, all details of Great Harvest’s unique 
breadboard theories and practices, breadboard training rules, all details of Great Harvest’s unique bread 
company management theories and practices, Great Harvest training methods, bread company promotion 
training methods, all bread company management forms and systems, build-out specifications, all details of 
Great Harvest location hunting theory or practice, location search kits and tapes, tracking lists and tapes, all 
details of Great Harvest’s unique franchising theories and practices, all secrets for achieving high gross 
sales in new bread companies, all proprietary aspects of our sandwich and coffee programs, all proprietary 
newsletters, audio/visual training tapes, the Confidential Start-Up Kit and Confidential First Year 
Guidelines, the candidates list, all candidate information, and all proprietary internal personnel practices 
and any other information or materials arising from Great Harvest related to the art of bread making, the 
operation of a Great Harvest bread company, the internal operation of Great Harvest Franchising, Inc., or 
the training and franchising of the Great Harvest System to Great Harvest  bread company owners.  All 
confidential information and copies thereof are the sole property of Great Harvest.  

  
 3. The confidential information described in detail above includes trade secrets that are protected by law, with 

or without a signed Confidentiality Agreement.  In our franchise system, innovation constantly occurs and 
trade secrets evolve over time.  The details above do not contain all of the recent innovations in the Great 
Harvest System. 

 
4. During or after your application process, you will not disclose any aspect of the Great Harvest confidential 

information and trade secrets to anyone who has not signed a Franchise Agreement or Confidentiality and 
Non-Competition Agreement -- with Great Harvest Franchising, Inc. or with a Great Harvest bread 
company owner.  In addition, you will not use any confidential information and trade secrets outside of the 
Great Harvest System. 

 
5. You will be evaluated on your actions relating to the protection, appropriate use and non-disclosure of 

confidential information. 
 
6. You will not at any time use the Great Harvest Marks or any names of elements of interior or exterior Great 

Harvest signs or décor in connection with the operation of any business except as permitted in writing by us. 
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Part 2, Other clauses: 
 
Duration:  This Agreement does not expire, since trade secrets can exist indefinitely.   

 
No Waiver:  This Agreement may not be changed or terminated orally, and no change or attempted waiver of 

any of the provisions shall be binding unless in writing and signed by both parties. 
 

Severability:  If any provision of this Agreement is invalid, illegal or incapable of being enforced, then the 
remainder of this Agreement will not be affected, and a suitable and equitable provision will be substituted 
in order to carry out, insofar as may be valid and enforceable, the intent and purpose of the invalid 
provision. 

 
Remedies:  In the event of an actual or attempted breach of this Agreement, Great Harvest shall have the right to 

enforce all of its statutory or common law remedies, both legal and equitable, including specifically, but not 
limited to, the right to obtain injunctive relief.  

 
Successors:  This Agreement shall be binding on your heirs, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to 

the benefit of our successors and assigns. 
 
Governing Law:  This Agreement shall be construed according to the laws of the state of Montana.   
 
Acknowledgments:  You acknowledge that 1) you have read and understood this Agreement and kept a copy for 

yourself, 2) breach of this Agreement, involving as it does trade secrets, could cause irreparable harm and 
financial loss to us and Great Harvest Franchising, Inc., and 3) the Agreement is reasonable and necessary 
for our protection and the protection of Great Harvest Franchising, Inc. and that it does not constitute an 
undue burden on you. 

 
CANDIDATE(S):    GREAT HARVEST FRANCHISING, INC.:   
   
             
Signature, Date      Signature, Date 
 
 
      
Signature, Date 
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